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Technologies in Latest Release

TELF AG explores the significance of

carbon capture technologies in Recent

Article

LUGANO, TICINO, SWITZERLAND,

August 16, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

TELF AG, a leading international

physical commodities trader, delves

into the critical significance of carbon

capture technologies in pursuing a

sustainable future. In their latest

article, "TELF AG on Shaping a Greener

Tomorrow," TELF AG sheds light on the

triad of solutions these technologies

offer, their application across

industries, and their potential to drive

transformative change on a global scale.

According to TELF AG, the roadmap to a sustainable future hinges upon reducing carbon

A sustainable future

necessitates the widespread

adoption of diverse

technologies.”

TELF AG

emissions, with a core emphasis on achieving global net-

zero emissions. As per TELF AG's article, carbon capture,

removal, and storage technologies are an option to

realizing this vision.

Carbon capture technologies encompass a spectrum of

processes that capture, transport, and securely store

carbon dioxide (CO₂) emissions, effectively preventing

their release into the atmosphere. TELF AG states that the journey of carbon from emission to

safe storage unfolds in three distinct stages: capture, transport, and storage.

In the initial capture stage, CO₂ is separated from other gases using advanced chemical

solutions, leading to impressive results where up to 99% of carbon dioxide can be removed.

Subsequently, the compressed carbon dioxide is transported via pipelines, trucks, or ships to

designated storage sites. It is injected deep into impermeable rock formations beneath the
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Earth's surface, preventing potential

leaks and safeguarding the

atmosphere.

TELF AG highlights that carbon capture

technologies provide an option for

industries reliant on intense heat

processes, addressing emissions that

arise from specific production

chemistry. These technologies,

including direct air capture (DAC), have

the potential to extract CO₂ directly

from the atmosphere, positioning

them as a tool for achieving emission

reduction goals.

In conclusion, TELF AG's article

underscores that a sustainable future

necessitates the widespread adoption

of diverse technologies to reach

climate goals. Beyond emissions

reduction, implementing new solutions

promises novel economic

opportunities, job creation, and

technological innovation.

For more information and to read the

full article, please visit TELF AG Article:

https://telf.ch/telf-ag-on-shaping-a-

greener-tomorrow/

About TELF AG:

TELF AG is a distinguished full-service

international physical commodities

trader with three decades of

experience in the industry.

Headquartered in Lugano, Switzerland,

the company operates globally, serving

customers and providing tailored

solutions for commodities producers

worldwide. TELF AG collaborates with

producers to offer effective marketing, financing, and logistics solutions, enabling suppliers to

access expansive markets and focus on their core activities. Renowned for its operational
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excellence and reliability, TELF AG

builds enduring partnerships while

contributing to sustainable growth.
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